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IRAP: a new system for integrated analysis and
visualization of multi-source safeguards data.
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Unattended monitoring, video surveillance and automated review have become more and more important for
nuclear safeguards over the last 20 years. An increasing number of such systems, providing a huge amount of
information to inspectors, combined with the need to optimize human resources in operational units, made it
necessary to develop an automated data review platform, supporting inspectors in their daily work.

The capacity to collect, store and transfer data has been growing rapidly, but the ability to analyse these huge
quantities of data has developed at much lower speed. This has resulted in new challenges in the visualiza-
tion and analysis process, as Nuclear Inspectors depend on information “available” in the data. IRAP the
“Integrated Review and Analysis Package”is a software system for making unstructured raw data available
to various data visualization and review tools. Raw data is collected from many different sources such as
radiation monitors, electronic seals and surveillance systems.

The system is designed to structure and perform an interpretation of massive amounts of data based on the
inspectors’ judgement usingmeans of visual representations in combination with advanced scientific methods
(SCALE-ORIGEN, VFIM, FRAM, INCC,⋯). A future approach combines data analysis techniques with image
processing tools, the proposed method in combination with new reporting tools will enable extraction of the
most relevant information from provided datasets.

This paper aims at providing an overview of challenges and techniques of the IRAP development based on a
partnership agreement between EURATOM and the IAEA initiated in 2013. It describes the state-of-the-art
and points to the most likely future challenges and development directions in the coming years.
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